Home Learning: Spring
term 1
Round and round the garden

Round and round the garden:
• All children at Palatine need lots of opportunities to repeat their learning to help
them develop their skills and embed learning. This means you might need to do the
same activity several times in a different way or using different objects.

• In Seals, Rainbowfish, Starfish and Seahorses, Bumblebees, Caterpillars, Jellyfish
and Bluebirds, our topic is round and round the garden!
In this topic children will be exploring what happens in the garden. We will be looking
at what animals and insects live in the garden and what their roles are. We will also be
looking at how plants, flowers and vegetables grow. We will be exploring how to grow a
garden and look after it. We will be exploring a variety of different vegetables: how
they smell, feel, taste. We will also be thinking about changes in the weather and
seasons and how this will affect what happens in a garden. Our topic will finish with
our Easter celebrations.

Sing nursery rhymes and songs to practise listening
and communication skills. Try doing some making sounds
with different parts of your body. Listen to different sounds
you can hear indoors and outside.

Practise the Song of Sounds song

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=48uf9I6P2xQ

Book 1: Round and round the garden by Russell Punter
Helpful links:
Round and round the garden Karaoke song
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zGeqT_sDTJ8
song
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rnjbyFME4CE

something special
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cEd_qkp6Wio
Round and round the garden nursery rhyme- something special

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cEd_qkp6Wio

Book 2: Who’s in the garden? By Phillis Gershator
Link to the story: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dFUZtvn8cx8

Book 3: Jasper’s beanstalk by Nick Butterworth
Link to story: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pcas1mQkzJs

Book 5: Nana’s garden by Larissa Juliano

Link to story: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bAfu6Qmje0I

Book 4: The Enormous turnip
• The Enormous Turnip Fairytale with Mr Tumble CBeebies Something Special - Bing
video
Link to story: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mGw5yTOPTSQ

Book 6: Oliver’s vegetables by Vivian French
Link to story: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I94vTFr4LQs

Book 7: Hop little bunnies
Link to story:
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=z6lH9ecclcw

Ideas for Learning Opportunities
• Communication ideas and activities

Fine Motor Skills ideas and activities

Listen to and respond to different sounds from the
story





Make sounds from the story





Use symbols or signing to ask for toys or stories.



Communicate (verbally, signs, symbols) about what they
can see in the stories. describing words- Long green
grass, wiggly worm, bright pink flower etc



To use descriptive language in context i.e. it’s too…. /
it’s too……., story language and use of repetitive phrases
from the story.









Role play language – children to explore using language
phrases from the story to recreate and role play
different scenes from the story.









Hand-eye-coordination- moving around the wavy grass, squishing in
the mud.
Getting dressed - through putting on the right clothing for exploring
outside in different weathers i.e. wellies, waterproof trousers, coats,
hats, sunglasses, sun cream, taking on and taking off jumpers.
Children to explore green jelly and jelly worms, ‘mud’
(cornflour/water/cocoa powder) using whisks, spoons and bowls.
Using tools such as magnifying glasses in spotting different patterns/
insects outside.
Explore using Fine Motor skills to chop, peel using different cooking
tools.
Wrapping and unwrapping food with tin foil.
Using food to mark make. Dipping ends of carrots and painting with
them.
Planting bulbs/ seeds, holding/grasping gardening equipment
Mark making with berries. Printing with potatoes and apples etc
Pulling vegetables out of the soil

The worldChildren to explore and engage in different sensory media. Children to be able
to experiment with different bulbs, se3eds and beans and water them to make
them grow. Can children explore different materials and begin to explore living
things.

Mark making and
writing
Can the children copy shapes
and letters using a variety of
different mediums? Can they
mark make?
Try using:
Flour
Spices
Icing sugar
Soil
Glitter
Chopped up vegetables/friut
and paint
Shaving foam
Mashed vegetables
Cornflour gloop (cornflour and
water) use food colouring to
make it more colourful

Counting/ number:
Counting teddy bear counters, teddy bears, insects
Collecting insects from the story in a bucket and adding or removing 1.
Counting steps.
Focus on numbers 1 and 2 (what’s in the bucket type activity), take 1 item or take
2 items.
Counting songs:
Teddy bears counting song
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3__t7HT9tdI
10 in a bed
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TdDypyS_5zE
5 speckled frogs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ziGG_L9C12o
Counting bugs
Look at the number of the legs that the different bugs have.
Singing minibeast number songs
How many bugs can you find in your garden?
Measurements:
Using garden equipment (pots, watering can, plastic insects/ soft toys, etc) to
work on the following vocabulary: Weight – light, heavy Capacity – drop, fill, empty,
full, big, small
Length and height – same, not the same, big, small
Time – finished, end, now, next, then
Shapes: children will explore patterns, shapes and positions (same, not the
same/different)

Exploration:
• Try gardening role play- digging soil, filling/emptying plant pots, exploring seeds.
• Set up a pretend fruit/ vegetable shop and explore how to buy items from a shop.
• Building engagement through exploring garden/ fruit and vegetable materials and media and sensory
experiences linked to key stories, as well as new wider environments (outside/ farm shops/ pick
your own).
• Exploring sensory materials linked to growing vegetables/plants: soil, water, leaves, petals, seeds
• Go on a learning/ listening walk to see what you can hear and collect on your journey
• Preparing and cooking different fruit and vegetables to explore- what is the difference? Can you
explore different descriptive words to describe how the vegetables might look/feel/taste?
(hard/soft, wet/dry, sweet/sour etc)
Can your child tell you if they like/dislike a certain fruit/vegetable?

Creativity
Food technology use different fruits and vegetables to make bugs
Exploring designing and creating
Make a bug hotel
Explore junk modelling to make bugs with different methods to stick the boxes etc. together.

Food technology: exploring a range of methods to prepare and cook different vegetables. Making things like smash- doing
a taste comparison with homemade mash.
Using vegetables in cakes (carrot, beetroot)
DT:
explore garden equipment and tools.
Explore materials around the garden.

Art:
Explore colours of different vegetables, link to colours of the rainbow
Vegetable print pictures
Making vegetables for a veggie patch display
Paper plate tomatoes
Carrots with handprint tops
Handprint/fingerprint flowers
Butterfly pictures using paint- printing technique
Create an ‘enormous’ turnip using sugar paper and handprints for display
Create a ‘super turnip’ or Mr turnip head with googly eyes, card etc
Making cress heads with egg shells
Drama:
Play out the story with finger puppets and props

SEMH: Social, emotional, mental health
Making cress heads with egg shells- looking at different parts of the body- face/hair
Making Mr Turnip head- looking at facial features
Team work- working together to pull out the enormous turnip
Looking after and caring for plants, vegetables

Mr Potato Head- making different faces/exploring emotions by creating your own Mr
potato head - showing different facial expressions for different emotions. Use mirrors
for the children to copy them
Looking at feelings songs:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UsISd1AMNYU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-J7HcVLsCrY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lQZX1IIAnLw

Make some playdough and try Dough disco

Method
1. Mix the flour and salt in a large bowl. In a separate
bowl mix together the water, a few drops of food
colouring and the oil.
2. Pour the coloured water into the flour mix and bring
together with a spoon.
3. Dust a work surface with a little flour and turn out
the dough. Knead together for a few minutes to form a
smooth, pliable dough. If you want a more intense
colour you can work in a few extra drops of food
colouring.
4. Store in a plastic sandwich bag (squeeze out the air)
in the fridge to keep it fresh

